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The best way to manage multiple SSL Certificates

Managed SSL Service
GlobalSign’s Managed SSL Service provides the ability to quickly, simply, and conveniently manage GlobalSign’s range of leading SSL Certificates
through a web based management interface. The Managed SSL platform was designed around enterprise-specific security requirements,
helping organizations significantly reduce the budget, time and management costs associated with using SSL. With one time vetting, administrators can issue SSL Certificates on demand 24/7/365.

Web-based Platform for easy Certificate Management
including:
Complete certificate lifecycle
Control of user privileges
Comprehensive reporting, billing and accounting functions
Support for multiple companies under one umbrella account

Multiple Application Methods
GlobalSign Certificate Center - a powerful web-based SaaS
platform to manage all aspects of the Certificate lifecycle.

Public Ordering Page - when activated, the Public Ordering Page
allows organizations to share a hosted co-branded application form.
Anybody can place an order for the Certificate via the link and the
administrator is alerted to approve new applications.

The MSSL platform allows you to log in and immediately view
Certificate status. The intuitive interface gives single click access to
ordering, renewing, and other common certificate actions, such as
reissuing, downloading certificate files, adding extra domains, and
more.

New MSSL v2.0 Features
Centralized Management
Register multiple companies, branches, or departments under one
account by creating "profiles". Ideal for umbrella entities needing to
manage Certificates for several subgroups, this option allows all
activity to be monitored, managed and centralized from one account.

Customized Reporting
Reports can be run and exported to XLS or CSV on activities including
application times, issuance times, spend, upcoming renewals, and more.
Activity reports can even be run at the user level, ideal for maintaining
security and meeting compliance requirements.

For more information about GlobalSign solutions, please call
1-877-775-4562
Visit www.globalsign.com for more information

API - allows full integration of other systems and workflows.

Granular User Permissions
Define user roles and privileges for users within your organization
based on specific profiles, or even specific domains within a profile,
allowing you to control which staff members can apply for, approve,
renew, and revoke certificates.

Save Cost & Flexible Payment Options
Reduce SSL costs significantly over purchasing individual retail
Certificates or using a competing SSL solution.

Place deposits, opt for Pay as you Go, or purchase true "unlimited" SSL
issuance for your entire organization. Managed SSL also allows an
account deposit to be used on SSL and other GlobalSign Digital
Certificate solutions. A deposit with GlobalSign does not expire.

